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“Wise men talk because they
have something to say, fools
because they have to say some-
thing. Be kind, for everyone you
meet is fighting a hard battle.”

—Plato, ancient Greek
philosopher

Last month, we began to
explore Allegorical Economics by
delving into the source of all eco-
nomic understanding—ourselves
as human storytellers. Economists
and Attorneys tell stories in both
the classroom and the courtroom.
Attorneys need to condense client
backgrounds and their respective
cases in order to evoke under-
standing and empathy from jurors.
This month, we address the issue
of using numbers in the stories
that we tell in the courtroom and
the classroom.
Having taught more than

10,000 students of Economics and
Business, I (Dr. Sase) have
learned to keep math-laden exam-
ples as simple as possible without
losing the meaning and intent of
the underlying economic story. I
accomplish this by using “easy”
numbers. For example, instead of
using a number such as $357.84, I
have found that the rounded value
of $360 appears more comprehen-
sible for students, especially when
the story contains numbers and
calculations throughout the tale. I
find that limiting the math (when-
ever appropriate) to elementary
addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division tends to provide
both understanding and a univer-
sal appeal. However, the simplici-
ty in the calculations, as well as
the numbers themselves, are not
enough. The interrelation of the
values provides the necessary
ingredient for following the math-
ematical progression in a story. 
Plato understood this concept

of simplicity and clarity well. He
developed allegories by using the
mathematics that his predecessor
Pythagoras brought to Greece. As
a young man, Pythagoras traveled
from his home on the Aegean
island of Samos to Giza, Egypt,
where he devoted two decades of
his life to being an initiate at the
Temple School at Giza. Following
the Babylonian invasion of Egypt
and the burning of the school,
Pythagoras, fellow initiates, and
teachers were captured and taken
to Babylon. During their years of
captivity, they assimilated knowl-
edge from Babylonia as well as
from more ancient civilizations.
Finally, Pythagoras returned home
to the Isle of Samos at the age of
56. He devoted the remainder of
his life to teaching in the Mediter-
ranean region and to apply his
knowledge of mathematics to the
fields of Art, Music, and the Sci-
ences. One still can observe the
influence of his mathematical
methods throughout these fields,
where we find a basis in the sums,
products, and dividends of the
powers of “2” and “3.” Before we
begin our tutorial example, we
will consider the methods of
Pythagoras in greater detail.
Within the century after the

death of Pythagoras, the mathe-
matical relationships that he intro-
duced found their way into the
allegories composed by Plato,
especially those concerning the
cities of Atlantis, Athens, and
Magnesia. These stories continue
to resonate with economists,
musicians, and others in modern
times. 
Contrary to popular belief, the

elaborate descriptions of the
structure of and behavior in
Atlantis were created by Plato as
an allegorical tale rather than a
factual one. He appears to use the
Atlantean story in order to present
a cosmology based upon the inter-
relationship of numbers. Plato’s
other allegories about the ancient
Greek cities of Athens and Mag-
nesia support this current view.
The real cities of his time bore lit-
tle resemblance to those in his
stories, which use the locales and
basic details of these cities as a

springboard into mathematically-
based morality tales.  
Four centuries later, John the

Theologian constructed a similar
allegory while living on the
Aegean Isle of Patmos, which is
twenty-one miles from Pythago-
ras’s birthplace of Samos. This
writing of John has emerged as
the text known throughout Chris-
tianity as the Book of Revelations.
In his writing that has with color-
ful apocalyptic images embedded,
the text contains many of the
same numerical constructs and
relationships used by Plato, based
upon the work of Pythagoras. 
The ancient tools of Pythago-

ras have been brought forward in
western civilization through other
writings of the past two millennia.
In our following tutorial, we
explore the application of these
tools to develop a tale about the
growth of financial assets through
interest rates and inflation rates.
Here, Economics interfaces with
Law.
Our simple example contains

four essential elements: the loca-
tions, the players, the storyline,
and the number palette. Some
aspects of our story come from
“old wisdom” that I learned from
my grandfather along the shore of
Tawas Bay as well as from other
interesting childhood experiences.
Other aspects emerge from vari-
ous writers whom I respect and
who have influenced me. As we
begin our tutorial, let us identify
these essentials in further detail.

The Locations
For our tale, we borrow two

locations from Zothique, a series
of short stories by the American
writer Clark Ashton published in
Weird Tales magazine in the
1930s. In 1970, Ballantine Books
published these stories in a paper-
back edition edited by Lin Carter.
This work collects all sixteen tales
of the Zothique cycle as well as a
related poem by the author. Smith
sets his stories on Zothique, the
last continent on Earth, in a far-
distant future. His locations
include this continent along with
the mysterious Isle of Na’at that
exists in the sea beyond. These
locales provide the necessary
basis for the circular-story pro-
gression known as “The Hero’s
Journey.” (We discussed this con-
cept, which was made popular by
American mythologist Joseph
Campbell, in last month’s col-
umn.) In this month’s column, we
use Smith’s locales to describe a
journey that takes a fishing boat
and a crew of 24 on a challenging
odyssey from the known land of
Zothique to the unknown Isle of
Na’at and back home again. I
have used this article as an
homage to Smith to create my
tale. Some of the details herein
also are taken from my song
“Zothique” that I wrote between
undergrad and grad school.            

The Players
The crew from Zothique is an

egalitarian group with subgroups
identified by the special tasks that
they perform. For example, a tra-
ditional fishing boat that can hold
a crew of 24 along with their
prospective catch may include
twelve interchangeable rowers as
well as two crewpersons on the
steering board at the stern. Also,
some of the crew members ply
their navigational skills at various
moments of the voyage. For
example, one guides the boat out-

ward to the best f ishing
“grounds.” Later, the one-at-the-
head (the head being the large
timber that extends upward at the
bow from the stem that rises from
the keel) stands and guides the
vessel, crew, and catch safely
back to shore.

In the land of Zothique, we
encounter a group of six wise
women who pass along a “special
gift” of 360 Magifish to the crew
through a chosen steward. These
powerful, magical fish appear as
the “McGuff in.” Film director
Alfred Hitchcock used this term
to describe something of value
that everyone wants to get. The
Magif ish McGuff in forms the
basis for our economic calcula-
tions. 
On the Isle of Na’at, the crew

encounters groups of Na’atians
attired in long dark robes. Some
of the Na’atians share vast learn-
ing and knowledge; however, oth-
ers have a darker side. They are
necromancers who raise the
corpses of sailors who have
drowned after crashing upon the
rocks. Restored to a semi-life,
these zombies must do the bid-
ding of the necromancers.

The Storyline
Our economic storyline focus-

es on the Magifish that propagate
at a rate of 7% annually. As these
fish age, their value diminishes at
a rate of 4% per annum. Our story
spans 60 years in this exercise of
nominal and real interest rates
compounded “simply” each year.
When the crew returns home from
their odyssey, the steward will
divide the cache of Magifish that
had been left behind in the care of
the aquarist, a professional care-
taker of f ish. The steward will
make this distribution of Magifish
through a pre-determined formu-
la. 

The Number Palette
The core set of Pythagorean

numbers used in many allegories
of the past 2,500 years include the
values of “2” taken to the zero
through the ninth power and “3”
taken to the zero through sixth
powers. The ratios of the powers
of “2” to the power of “3,” along
with their sums, differences, and
products, form the basic building
blocks for these economic stories.
With a heightened intuition, the
resulting values allow the audi-
ence to follow the progression of
simple interrelated numbers.
In the following example, we

use these values: 
“4” (“2” squared); 
“6” (“2” times “3”); 
“7” (“2” squared plus “3”); 
“12” (“2” squared times “3”); 
“15 (the sum of “2” plus “3,”

times “3”); 
“24” (“2” cubed times “3”); 
“25” (the sum of “2” plus “3”

times itself); 
“36” (“2” squared times “3”

squared); 
“45” (the sum of “2” plus “3,”

times “3” squared); 
“60” (“2” times “3” times “2”

times the sum of 
“2” and “3”);
“108” (“3” times “36”);
“72” (“2” cubed times “3”

squared); 
and “144” (“24” times “2”

squared). 
Also, “10” (“2 times the sum

of “2” and “3”) to the first, sec-
ond, and third powers are used as
multipliers to take values to the

hundreds and thousands.
A Fisher’s Tale: Similarities to
Any Fish, Living or Dead, Is

Purely Coincidental
In this section, let us use the

six wise women from Zothique as
examples. These women own a
25% interest in a f ishing boat,
secured by 360 Magifish. Before
leaving for an unknown place,
these wise women transfer their
school of Magifish to the crew of
the boat with explicit instructions
on how to care for them. The wise
women place these valued fish in
the care of the one-at-the-head,
whom they have chosen to serve
as the steward.
Magif ish breed once per

annum. However, most of these
fish live longer than a human life-
time. On average, the fish propa-
gate at a rate of 7% per year. The
one-at-the-head contemplates the
task at hand and asks, “If I spend
my day babysitting a school of
Magif ish, what does that make
me at the end of the day?” In
response to this concern, the wise
women f ind an aquarist and
entrust the feeding and breeding
of the f ish to him or her. This
decision frees the one-at-the-head
and the rest of the crew to set out
on their long odyssey.
The crew sets the sails of its

crimson craft in order to brave the
dark waters that surround the
mystical Isle of Na’at. The crew-
persons feel the necessity to
embark on this mission covertly
and quickly because many in the
land of Zothique misunderstood
the crew due to their involvement
in the matter of the Magif ish.
Some members of the crew were
berated and even beaten for their
thoughts about the matter, which
they held as good. As the crew
heads outward to sea, they find
themselves engulfed by an inex-
plicable storm, which is swirling
with weird energy and strange
lights. The terror of this storm
puts them at risk of running
aground on what they believe is
the mythical Na’at, a belief that
comes from their spotting of the
legendary natives dressed in long
dark robes. The navigators of the
fishing boat manage to bring the
crew to safety on shore. However,
other vessels have smashed upon
the rocks. The dead bodies of
their crews have washed ashore,
and the necromancers turned into
zombies. 
Upon the Isle, our crewpersons

remain alive outside of the bounds
of space and time through the
darkness of the long night. Upon
this island retreat, they “inherit”
good powers from the dawn of life
through the source of all creation.
The crewpersons develop higher
levels of awareness and wisdom
than they could have achieved in
Zothique through delving further
into the caverns of their subcon-
scious. The crew proceeds to
gather the intellectual and emo-
tional means that will allow them
to avoid the confusion that they
expect to find among the various
collective schemes in Zothique
when, or if, they return home. 
Space and time re-emerge as

the morning breaks. The Na’a-
tians signal the crew that the hour
has come for them to return to the
land of Zothique, laden with the
knowledge that they begot on
their journey outside of time and
space. The power that envelops
them speaks softly as their new
life-purpose resounds within. As
boat and crew return from Na’at,
the navigators bring the vessel
past the shoals and rocky cliffs
that separate the sea from the
earth along the sky/sea/earth hori-
zon. The one-at-the-head focuses
on the sky/earth horizon along the
shore to guide the boat to solid
ground. The crew members reen-
ter Zothique but hear not a sound.
Some people of Zothique gath-
ered on shore gaze at the crewper-
sons in silence. Though the mem-
bers of the crew feel the same as
they did when they departed the
day before, they soon discover
that sixty years of “real” time
have passed in their homeland. 
This long passage of time and

BY MICHAEL BROCK

I
Serving Two Masters

“No one can serve two mas-
ters. Either you will hate the one
and love the other, or you will be
devoted to the one and despise the
other…”1

At the end of last summer I
went to a celebration of the Jew-
ish New Year, Rosh Hashanah,
with a friend of mine.  My back-
ground is Irish Catholic, but
everyone was cordial and wel-
comed me to the celebration.
While watching the Tiger game I
got into a brief discussion of reli-
gion with one of the guests and I
told him I didn’t believe in human
gods.
He laughed and said, “Maybe

you’ll become Jewish.”
I said, “There are worse things

to be, but I have too much faith in
God to believe in religion.”
He laughed again, but that is

really how I feel.  As much as I
am convinced there is a God, I see
why others don’t believe.  Most
non-believers’ arguments don’t
have as much to do with God as
they do with religious trappings:
All religions ask you to believe
things that you know are scientifi-
cally impossible.  They tell you in
subtle or not so subtle ways that
you are better than other people,
and that those who believe other-
wise are wrong or misguided, or
perhaps fundamentally evil.
Religion is based in culture

and most people believe what they
believe because that is their cul-
ture; it’s what they were born into.
Hence, historically, while religion
has tried to teach its adherents to
behave morally toward those of its
own persuasion, it has been the
rationale for mistreating those
who don’t believe as we do, or
who worship differently.  These
differences have even served as a
justification for genocide, espe-
cially in the 20th century.
Ethnocentrism, the belief in the

superiority of one’s culture and
beliefs, probably predates civiliza-
tion.  The need to band together
against the elements, wild animals
and hostile tribes, and for the
individuals to sacrifice their own
immediate needs for the needs of
the group requires the belief that
those needs are somehow superior
to one’s own needs and that it is
right and just to make sacrifices
for the good of the group.  One
rationale for making that sacrifice
is patriotism, and religion has
often been married to patriotism,
as evidenced by the phrase, “God
and country.”  The notion that
God sanctions the killing of those
who have a different language or
culture, even though they may
share the same God and funda-
mental beliefs, has persisted
throughout history, and is as
prevalent today as it ever was.
Nor is this a belief and attitude

that is confined to wartime.  A
few years back I read an autho-
rized biography of the Beatles in
which they confirmed that they
had stopped touring because of
multiple death threats made from
America’s “Bible Belt” after John
Lennon’s comments that the Beat-
les were more popular than Jesus.
In fact, as William F. Buckley
pointed out at the time, local gods
have always been more popular
than the Universal God, so it was
probably the case that the Beatles
were more popular than Jesus, and
no one should be surprised by
that.  But the reason for the death
threats against the Beatles was the
threat some Christians felt to
themselves and their world view
by someone as transient as a pop
star saying in essence that he was
more important than the person
they believe is a human incarna-
tion of God.  Moreover, any truth
to the statement aside, and regard-
less of the tenor of the times, for
one to be audacious enough to

claim that the message of “sex,
drugs and rock and roll” in a
benign anarchy was more impor-
tant than Jesus’ Message of uni-
versal, altruistic love, non-violent
mercy and forgiveness, and self-
control, seemed to many unforgiv-
able, and deserving the ultimate
punishment of violent retaliation.
Despite the seeming contradic-

tion of that position, the reaction
resonates for the same reasons
that others have reacted violently
to perceived or real insults to reli-
gious leaders.  Such attacks or
insults represent a threat to the
underlying presumptions of an
entire culture or people about the
meaning of life and one’s exis-
tence on the planet.  For all the
hard evidence we have about the
makeup of the atmosphere of
Jupiter, or what happens when
you split a uranium atom, or
power aircraft by controlled burn-
ing of carbon fuels, nobody really
knows why we exist, what the
ultimate meaning of life is, or
what happens when we die.  The
best we have are someone’s opin-
ions.  It is the unknowability of
absolute truth and the importance
of the questions religious leaders
answer that give those opinions
such great weight.  We need to
feel that we matter, whether indi-
vidually, or as extension of our
culture—we need certainty about
the uncertain.
Isn’t this ultimately why we are

willing to argue in favor of some-
thing we know can’t be true?  To
believe that the world was created
in six days?  That a human can be
divine?  That God will listen to
the pleading of humans and sub-
vert the laws of physics to alter
the course of human history?  And
isn’t this why we offer these
alleged “miracles” as proof of
what might be true, but for which
there is no irrefutable proof: that
there is a Master of the Universe
and that this Master is aware of
and cares about my race and
myself as an individual, small as I
am in the vast, unexplained and
unknowable expanse of space?
However, by explaining God

and the Universe in a way that
favors myself and my group, I
have also succeeded in placing
others in a less favorable position,
not only in my eyes, but in the
eyes of the Ultimate Authority.
And by despiritualizing others, I
have committed perhaps the most
common and the most grievous of
all human sins, I have given God
my attributes and my preferences,
and rationalized my dehumaniz-
ing of other humans, and indeed
all other life forms because of my
perception that I am God’s
favorite and that others are less
favored.  Therefore, they are less
worthy of what I have or want,
perhaps even less worthy of exis-
tence than me or those like me.
In the studies of what traits dis-

tinguish a murderer, researchers
consistently f ind that murders
have the ability to objectify oth-
ers, and see them as less than
human.  For whatever inherent or
cultural reasons, some humans
have an easier time dehumanizing
others than most of us.  The great
irony is that this person, when
given the rationale of religious
superiority, is capable of atrocities
they would not think of without it.
And while religion may make
most of us more moral and less
self-centered than we would be
without it, this particular person-
ality now has a free pass to
indulge whatever antisocial
impulses they may have because it
is what God expects—even
demands—of him.
A relationship with God, par-

ticularly the relationship talked
about by mystics—those who
believe in a direct person relation-
ship with and experience of the
infinite, like Jesus, Gandhi, Buber
and Hafiz—is something that is
quite different, and in many ways

diametrically opposed to this eth-
nocentric and political view of
God, and something much more
universal.  For them, what one
believes, or whether one strictly
follows the “rules,” is not as
important as a growing experi-
ence of, and relationship with a
God that cannot be manipulated
or used for one’s own purposes.
He/She/It must be approached in
humble prayer and/or meditation;
and will then leads us through
subtle pressure down a strange
and unforeseeable path to serve
Its will through surrender of our
will and ego to a Higher Purpose.
The mystic is characterized by

a disinterest in immutable
absolutes of behavior, hard and
fast rules, however good, are per-
ceived as guidelines that may
define the boundaries of a rela-
tionship, but can never address all
aspects of the subtle course of life
or interaction with others.  There
is an understanding that one who
feels they own the truth is perhaps
the one who is furthest from a
relationship with God; that the
universe is in constant motion and
no hard and fast rules can apply to
all situations.
Love is the common theme that

runs through all mystical writings;
love of God first of all, then by
extension love for our fellow
humans and, ultimately, all of
God’s creation.  Moreover, love is
not a feeling, love is service and
sacrifice of pride, ego and selfish-
ness.  “Love your enemies and
pray for those who persecute
you,” Jesus is quoted in Matthew2,
and, “So in everything, do to oth-
ers what you would have them do
to you.3”  Gandhi saw the psycho-
logical advantage in doing this.
By treating his enemies, the repre-
sentatives of the occupying
British Empire, with respect and
dignity he ultimately shamed
them into leaving India to work
out its own issues without resort-
ing to violent rebellion.  There
were exceptions to be sure, but it
was a comparatively peaceful
transition to self-rule.4

Persian Sufi poet Hafiz has a
poem in which a he is asked in a
hypothetical conversation about
the truth of his guest’s visions,
and whether they are from God.
He answers the guest, “You asked
me if I thought your visions were
true.  I would say that they were if
they make you become more
human, more kind to every crea-
ture and plant that you know.”5

Love and kindness are the
recurrent themes of the mystics of
all faiths and all ages.  It is their
passion and their obsession, and
goes far beyond concerns about
the rules or the minimum require-
ments.  The question they ask is,
“How can I give more?”  “How
can I be a better servant?”  “How
can I surrender more of myself,
and in so doing, merge with God,
who is both the source and recipi-
ent of all love?”  It was this ques-
tion Francis of Assisi addressed
when he wrote:  “Lord, make me
an instrument of your peace.
Where there is hatred, let me sow
love; where there is injury, par-
don; where there is doubt, faith;
where there is despair, hope;
where there is darkness, light;
where there is sadness, joy.  O,
Divine Master, grant that I may
not so much seek to be consoled
as to console; to be understood as
to understand; to be loved as to
love; for it is in giving that we
receive; it is in pardoning that we
are pardoned; it is in dying that
we are born again to eternal life.”
And, as Hafiz states the same

concept somewhat differently:
“Admit something: Everyone you
see, you say to them, ‘Love
me’…Why not become the one
who lives with a full moon in each
eye that is always saying, with
that sweet moon language, what
every other eye in this world is
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dying to hear?”
My daughter embraces a for-

mal religion, but like all who wish
to do so and stay sane, she is in a
process of continual evaluation of
what aspects she accepts as true to
her understanding of God, and
which ring false and are not to be
given much weight.  She tells me
that without the existence of the
religious structure there would be
no source for the development of
my (or presumably any mystic’s)
concept of God.  She has a point.
Monotheism did not come out of
thin air, it was a concept that grew
out of the mutual group con-
sciousness of the Jews, Christians,
Muslims and other monotheistic
faiths.
But the emphasis for mystics

has always been the similarities
and what unites us all, and not the
theological divide; a divide built
of theories that cannot be proven,
but only debated and fought over.
What we can know of God can be
experienced and demonstrated,
inferred and given voice in art and
music, but can never be fully
grasped in linear thought or
defined in theology.  In the words
of Lao Tzu, “There is a way that
can be spoken, but it is not the
Infinite Way.”6 And though they
may be intertwined and insepara-
ble, God and religion will always
represent for me an example of
Jesus’ admonition that one cannot
serve two masters.  Jesus said that
one cannot serve both God and
money, but it may be equally true
that one cannot serve both God
and religion; we will wind up
committed to one and, in one way
or another, forsaking the other.

II
Are Science and 
God Incompatible?

Before the advent of modern
science, religion was presumed to
have all the answers to the mean-
ing of life.  It explained how the
world came to be and how it func-
tioned.  Myths and legends of the
many gods of the Greeks, Romans
and Persians depicted a battle
between good and evil acted out
by anthropomorphic deities, who
could be moral and immoral by
turns, who interacted with
humans, and sometimes bore chil-
dren with them. Good didn’t
always win, and there was an
uneasy and frequently changing
equilibrium.  Natural phenomena
were explained by the whims,
moods and favor or disfavor of the
Gods.
Except that today most of the

world believes in one God who
rules over all, not a lot has
changed.  This God can still be
seen as capricious, and as favor-
ing one group over another.
Much human conflict is still root-
ed in which group God favors,
and humans still petition this God
to bless their endeavors, from love
to warfare.  When their desires are
satisf ied they give thanks, and
attribute their good fortune to
God’s favor.  When they are disap-
pointed they may vacillate
between feeling unworthy, and
blaming God for betrayal.  It is a
great human desire is to be certain

of some ultimate meaning, and it
is still a major function of religion
to provide that meaning.
Since the advent of modern

science at the time of the renais-
sance, more and more natural
phenomena have been explained
as functions of scientif ic laws.
Storms are the result of the heat-
ing and cooling of the earth’s
atmosphere, earthquakes are
caused by shifts in huge tectonic
plates, and the planets revolve
around the sun because of gravity.
It is generally accepted that the
universe began with a big bang,
and that our solar system is about
4.5 billion years old.  Most scien-
tists believe that humans evolved
from lower forms of life, and
these theories are generally
accepted because more primitive
forms of humans and their civi-
lizations have been discovered by
archeologists, and their ages
determined by carbon dating.
Science has made possible an

explosion in population and medi-
cine and technologies that give
more people longer life at a high-
er quality than has ever been pos-
sible in human history.  Conse-
quently, few people doubt the
underlying principles of modern
science, and even if we don’t
understand a lot of the concepts,
we certainly see the proof in the
pudding.  Much of what was pre-
viously thought to be literally true
about the creation of the earth and
life as we know it in six days by
an anthropomorphic God is now
thought by most to be a
mythopoeic explanation by human
storytellers who lacked the scien-
tif ic background to provide a
more accurate account of histori-
cal events.  They are widely
viewed as fiction.
But if religious accounts of

events are fictionalized, does that
mean they do not contain any
truth, or that what religions have
to tell us about how to live have
no merit?  Has science replaced
religion?
Some would argue it has, and

that religious explanations for
events are no longer necessary
now that we have more accurate
explanations for natural phenome-
na.  But even though scientists as
a group are more skeptical than
the general population, roughly
half of them believe in God or a
Higher Power.  It may not be the
personal God of the Bible, it may
be the impersonal God of Spinoza
(the great clockmaker as it were)
which was the God that Einstein7

famously referred to in his state-
ment the “God does not play dice
with men.”
Why would people with a bet-

ter explanation believe in God?
Perhaps it is because Science can
explain the “how” of things with a
fair degree of certainty, and in so
doing it may have replaced one of
the functions of a Creator, but
there is really no science to tell us
“why.”  Even with the discovery
of the Higgs-Boson particle, there
has never been, and probably
could never be any material evi-
dence that would prove or dis-
prove the existence of God.
How do we prove intent? as in

whether the universe was formed
by intent vs. accident?  When I
look at the universe, or that part
of it I can experience, I am
amazed by two thoughts: that the
world seems to be so amazingly
well-organized down to the minut-
est detail, and that the world
seems to be entirely random and
unpredictable.  Every discovery
and explanation for events seems
to invite many more questions and
this process seems to go on eter-
nally.  Everything we know seems
to emphasize how much we don’t
know, and suggests that what we
will never know is infinite.
Some scientists have suggested

that there is a limit to infinity, but
is that possible?  Is there really
any possible end to discovery?
Sure, when the sun becomes a red
giant and the world we live in
ends, or if humans make an end to
life on earth before that happens,
there will be an end to human dis-
covery.  But did scientif ic law
begin with humans?  And will it
end when we end?  Surely not.
Universal order has existed since
the beginning of time and will
continue as long as there is a
physical universe.  So while there
are new discoveries every day and
“the only constant is change,”
there is also, as the writer of
Ecclesiastes said, “nothing new
under the sun8.”
Marcus Aurelius said of human

existence that if you live to be 40
you’ve seen it all.9 So there is the
eternal paradox of immutable law
and continual permutations.  Does
anyone believe this will change?
That there will be no more
change?  Quantum physics
notwithstanding, will there be a
change in the laws governing the
physical universe?  Will gravity
cease to exist?  Will there be no
variations to endless repetitions of
the natural universe, and will the
universe cease to evolve?
But evolve toward what?  What

does it all mean?  Science is inca-
pable of providing those answers.
And if religion is fiction, isn’t it
true that humans always have and
always will resort to fiction as a
way of explaining what cannot be
explained in any other way?  Why
are stories so important to
humans?  Can anyone go through
life without them?  And who but a
reductionist wants to hear only
stories that are devoid of imagina-
tion and relate only facts?  Are
such people capable of scientific
discovery?
To be controlled by dogma,

whether religious or scientific, is
to be rigid and joyless, the oppo-
site of spiritual and opposed to the
spirit of discovery that informs
both scientif ic and artistic pur-
suits.  The human who is fully
alive and creative is able to
extrapolate from what is what
could be, and to recombine ele-
ments of fact or fiction into new
truths that resonate in the human
soul.  It is not a zero sum game,
fact or fiction, science or faith in
greater force.  Not all truth can be
quantified in mathematical or sci-
entific terms.  Even if the truths
that are important to an individual
can be, how do they quantify the

wonder and precision, the sense of
satisfaction that one gains through
discovery?  Why do they not
delight (as some do!) in smashing
the world to bits instead?
Indeed, scientists’ discoveries

have no innate morality; they can
be used for good or for evil pur-
poses.  Most are used for both,
and there is to be sure an ongoing
struggle between the individual
good and the good of all.  And
why does one care about whether
a thing is good or evil?  The
words presume meaning—a
meaning that nihilists don’t
acknowledge, or if they do, define
in a way that no reasonable person
would agree with.  Scientists pre-
sume their discoveries will lead to
a better world, but will it?  What
is a better world?  Better for
whom and in what way?  Can val-
ues be quantified in such a way as
to satisfy some kind of absolute
standard?  Even the nearly
absolute standards of science?
Especially the absolute standards
of science!
Yet values are real and neces-

sary.  Those who say that science
answers all of life’s questions and
that religion is not necessary take
so much for granted that they
would be shocked if they saw how
much of life they actually take on
faith.  Not everyone assumes there
is a reason to get up in the morn-
ing, or carry on with life.  Does
science provide that meaning?
Science may be that meaning for
the scientist, but does it provide a
hard and fast reason for enduring
what Thomas Wolfe called “the
hard and purposeless suffering of
life”10?  Science can offer no ulti-
mate meaning, and no solution for
the existential crisis.  As psychia-
trist Victor Frankl concluded in
his book about surviving the
Holocaust, “Man’s Search for
Meaning,” stripped of all outward
trappings, one makes a decision
that life has meaning.  For him the
meaning was the memory of hav-
ing loved and having been loved.11

Freud defined mental health as
the ability to love and work pro-
ductively.  It might be said that to
work productively is to love,
because love is service.  Love is
not merely a feeling, it is behav-
ior.  Therefore work—any kind of
work done or product made as a
service to others—is an act of
love.  We all recognize love, but
can science quantify it?  Love is
essential to the existence of every
human being and every society,
and without it neither can survive.
And Freud himself had no expla-
nation for why any one person
loves another; he said there was
no explanation.  Even if science
can measure what part of the
brain is activated when we love,
can love, or any human experi-
ence, be reduced to its corre-
sponding biochemistry?
Ultimately, science is a kind of

truth, as law may be a kind of
truth, or an approach to the truth,
but it is not the whole truth.  Mak-
ing sense of mystery is an entirely
different kind of truth, and one
that may even be more necessary
to the human soul/psyche than
scientific truth.  It existed long
before science and has never
ceased to be a human need.  Any-
one who has gone to a movie or a
play, or listened to a pop song or a
symphony has experienced some
kind of distillation of their emo-
tional reaction to the human expe-
rience, and has felt some degree
of satisfaction when the story or
music gave them some clarity that
squared with their own experi-
ence.
So essential is this experience

that Shakespeare was led to
expound in “The Merchant of
Venice:”
“The man that hath no music

in himself,
“Nor is not moved with con-

cord of sweet sounds,
“Is fit for treasons, stratagems

and spoils;
“The motions of his spirit are

dull as night
“And his affections dark as

Erebus:
“Let no such man be trust-

ed…12”

There is ultimately no conflict
between a spiritual way of life and
a belief in scientif ic discovery,
even though there may be conflict
between literal interpretations of
religious writings and what we
know to be scientifically possible.
Stephen Hawking’s efforts
notwithstanding, there is no way
to prove or disprove the existence
of God, but the belief that life has
some intrinsic meaning and the
ability to define what that mean-
ing is for one’s self is essential for
all of us to go on living.  Those
who can no longer convince them-
selves that such meaning exists
cease to exist.

I no longer see conflict
between what the scientist defines
as meaning and what I define as
meaning, though I might call it
God and they might call it scien-
tific law.  We are both searching
for and perceiving order.  We are
like the mystics of all religions,
who, though they are coming
from very different points on the
religious spectrum, are constantly
having the same experience and
discovering and rediscovering the
same truths.  What exists is what
exists, and all of us at any given
time can apprehend only a small
slice of existence, and only
though the particular lens with
which we have been provided.
Still, we are all viewing the same
truth, filled with the same mys-
tery, and hopefully f inding
enough meaning there to keep
going and f ind existence worth
the effort.

III
The Politics of Religion

In his book about the historical
Jesus, titled, “Zealot, the Life and
Times of Jesus of Nazareth,” Reza
Aslan points out that the Christian
world did not become united
about the divinity of Jesus until
the Council of Nicaea in 325.   He
correctly attributes this event to
the conversion of Constantine,
Emperor of the Eastern Roman
Empire, to Christianity.  What he
does not delve into were the rea-
sons it was important to the
emperor to have theological con-
sistency among Christians.   How-
ever, if Christianity was going to
be the State religion, it seems
apparent that disputes about theo-
logical issues needed to be
resolved in the interests of politi-
cal harmony.
Disagreements about theology

were common at that time.  Chris-
tianity was an offshoot of
Judaism, a monotheistic faith, that
not only rejected the idea of
human divinity, but whose tradi-
tional adherents were outraged by
(the apostle) Paul’s teaching that
gentile converts could eat pork
and that circumcision was not
essential.  Paul was teaching in
synagogues as well as churches,
and many Jewish followers of
Jesus were not pleased by what
Paul said.  Many thought that
Jesus was the Messiah, but there
is no teaching in the Old Testa-
ment to suggest that the Messiah
was divine. 
There was a major dispute

between Jesus’ brother James, the
head of the church in Jerusalem,
and Paul, which resulted in Paul
being called back from the dias-
pora to perform a ritual cleansing
at the Temple.  Both James and
Paul were ultimately killed by
their enemies, but it was mostly
Paul’s writings that survived and
ultimately determined the course
of the new religion.  For all the
stories about miracles performed
by Jesus, including rising from
the dead and appearing before his
disciples in the flesh, the Gospels
are far from clear about Jesus’
divinity.  In fact, depending on the
translation, there is either none or
one passage in scripture where
Jesus claimed his own divinity.
But what is most telling is the

consistency of the words actually
attributed to Jesus.  There are
multiple examples in the Gospels
of Jesus stating that “It is the
Father in me that does the
works13,” and, “The father is
greater than I14,” and even in the
only prayer he taught, Jesus said
to pray to God “Our Father15.”
According to Christian theology,
Jesus is a coequal with God and
the Holy Spirt in a Triune God,
but if that is the case, how can
God be greater than God?  As
Martin Buber Points out in his
seminal work, “I and Thou,” this
clear contradiction.  And what
about the notion that one God
could have not only three mani-
festations, but three clearly sepa-
rate identities?  Christian apolo-
gists tend to pass these contradic-
tions off as mysteries, that cannot
be explained, but have to be
accepted on faith.  But these ten-
ants of faith were not accepted by
either the Jews that came before,
or the Muslims that came after, so
how did they become central ten-
ants of an ostensibly monotheistic
faith?
Part of the reason was undeni-

ably Paul’s hero worship of
Jesus16, who was a truly remark-
able human being.  He spoke of a
higher morality than anyone had
taught before or since.  And while
it could be argued that Gandhi
extended Jesus’ concepts of lov-
ing your enemies and resisting
injustice without turning to vio-
lence (as Jesus did when he
attacked the money changers in
the Temple), his fundamental
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the knowledge that the Magifish
breed once per year throughout
their long life-expectancy sug-
gests to the crew that a significant
increase in the population of the
Magif ish could have occurred.
The navigator serving as the stew-
ard of the Magifish recounts an
earlier discussion about setting
aside a portion of the expected
gain in order to maintain the 25%
share of the boat, both in the pre-
sent and in the future. Their distri-
bution plan requires the setting
aside of shares from the total gain
in order to ensure the replacement
of the boat if necessary. The stew-
ard reminds the crew that the
Magifish are known to propagate
at an average rate of 7% per
annum. This behavior suggests
that, over the sixty years elapsed
since the transfer of stewardship
from the six wise women, the 360
Magifish will have increased to a
total of 21,600 (360 times 60). 
The six wise women trans-

ferred the fish with the goals of
preserving the 25% ownership of
the fishing boat and providing for
significant repair of the boat if the
hull was to rupture from striking
the rocks, as it had done once
before. The traditional method for
handling such occurrences had
been through self-funding with
accumulated gains. Simple eco-
nomic math will help us to deter-
mine the number of Magif ish
needed to maintain the original
investment and to make at least
one major repair. 
As the Magif ish age, their

value diminishes. As a result of
the devaluation, signif icantly
more Magif ish will be needed
now to replace the 25% holding
and to ensure against another cat-
aclysmic event. This matter of
depreciation reflects the economic
principle of inflation, which aver-
ages about 4% per annum in
Zothique (a factor of 10 for 60
years when compounded once per
year). After 60 years, the number
of Magif ish needed will have
increased from 360 to 7,200 (360
times 2 times 10, for which 2 rep-
resents the replacement of the
25% as well as for catastrophe
insurance). This change means
that the real gain is only 14,400
(21,600 minus 7,200). 
Therefore, we have 14,400

Magifish left to divide among the
24 members of the crew. Given
the original 360, the share per
crew member would have been 15
at the time of their departure to
Na’at. However, the individual
shares of the crew have increased
to 600 (14,400 divided by 24)
over a period of sixty years. The
adjustment for inflation leaves a
real gain of 450 (600 less 15 times
10) per crew member. (Please do
not confuse this with the proce-
dure of year-by-year discounting
to present value. This exercise is a
comparison of end values for
which the annual gain gets rolled
into the principle in each of the 60
years. One may think of the exam-
ple of the price of a candy bar that

increases ten-fold while the cash
in one’s wallet increases by sixty-
fold.) From this point of distribu-
tion, the 24 fishers will handle the
tithing, taxes, and any further dis-
tribution on an individual basis.
For the present time, the one-at-
the-head continues to act in the
capacity as the steward of the
Magifish. This steward explains
to the other 23 crew members that
they are free to leave and to take
their shares with then if they so
desire. Alternately, they are invit-
ed to sign on for a subsequent
adventure similar to the first. The
steward concludes by saying,
“What we need to do next is to
retrieve the original signed docu-
ments from sixty years ago and
retain some appropriate attorneys
to assist us.”

No Fish Were Harmed in 
the Writing of This Story. 
I have used my background and

knowledge to create a tutorial alle-
gory that explains how to incorpo-
rate mathematical f igures and
functions in an accessible manner.
Attorneys also can use this format
to address the mathematics in their
respective areas of expertise. We
hope that the math progression in
our example has had suff icient
simplicity and clarity for our audi-
ence to follow. The plot and
scenery constitute the elements
that one may interchange as appro-
priate for a specific case or lecture
presentation. If you want to learn
more about the Pythagorean math
that we have used, let us refer you
to a playlist that I (Dr. Sase) have
put together on my YouTube work-
shop channel supported by my
practice of Forensic Economics.
Go to www.youtube.com and enter
the following search term:
Pythagoras Math Music and Light
(432 v 440 Hz). 
We wish all of our reading

audience a healthy and happy hol-
iday season and a successful and
profitable New Year.

————————
Dr. John F. Sase teaches Eco-

nomics at Wayne State University
and has practiced Forensic and
Investigative Economics for twen-
ty years. He earned a combined
M.A. in Economics and an MBA
at the University of Detroit, fol-
lowed by a Ph.D. in Economics
from Wayne State University. He
is a graduate of the University of
Detroit Jesuit High School
(www.saseassociates.com).
Gerard J. Senick is a freelance

writer, editor, and musician. He
earned his degree in English at
the University of Detroit and was
a supervisory editor at Gale
Research Company (now Cen-
gage) for over twenty years. Cur-
rently, he edits books for publica-
tion (www.senick-editing.com). 
Julie G. Sase is a copyeditor,

parent coach, and empath. She
earned her degree in English at
Marygrove College and her grad-
uate certificate in Parent Coach-
ing from Seattle Pacific Universi-
ty. Ms. Sase coaches clients,
writes articles, and copyedits
(royaloakparentcoaching.com).
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Calendar
M T W Th F S Su

ACROSS

 1 Man’s name that 
means “king”

 4 Taxpayers’ IDs

 8 Verbal digs

13 Palindromic farm 
animal

14 St. Patrick, for 
the Irish

15 Is a first-stringer

17 *Monthly charge 
for a London 
apartment?

19 Garb

20 Targets

22 Follower of the 
first intermission

23 Mineral in bath 
powder

26 *French fries on 
a London card 
table?

28 Mushroom used 
in sukiyaki

30 Arrives on time 
for

31 90° from ENE

32 Like a doctor’s 
penmanship, 
stereotypically

36 Sign of spring

39 First X, say

40 *Catalog from a 
London raincoat 
designer?

42 Spot in la mer

43 Herd unit

45 Learjet 
competitor

46 Cardinal ___

47 What like-pole 
magnets do

49 Johnny 
Appleseed, e.g.

51 *Part of a 
London police 
officer’s uniform?

56 Furtive “Hey, 
you!”

57 Home of the 
Ewoks

58 Perfectly

60 Add, per a recipe

62 *Conveyance in a 
multilevel London 
store?

66 Place for a sword
67 Dagwood’s bratty 

neighbor
68 Message on an 

offstage card
69 Lucy’s sitcom pal
70 Beat people?
71 What curtains 

may signify

DOWN

 1 TKO caller
 2 Harry Potter’s 

Hedwig, e.g.
 3 Roll-call call
 4 Familiar voice 

since 2011
 5 Rascal
 6 “I beg to differ”
 7 Weaselly sort
 8 Character-

building youth 
org.

 9 What follows 
a cry of 
“Char-r-rge!”

10 Mechanism in 
a unidirectional 
wrench

11 Words found 
in the answers 
to this puzzle’s 
starred clues

12 Remove with a 
sandblaster, say

16 Dos y cuatro
18 Bulletin board 

item
21 Conductors set 

them
23 Final frame in 

bowling
24 Lennox of 

Eurythmics
25 Atkins plan, e.g.
27 Synthetic 

alternative to silk

29 Suffix with sex

33 Gets ready to 
play basketball, 
say, with “up”

34 Cat once prized 
for its fur

35 Airer of 
Ken Burns 
documentaries

37 Many a rapper’s 
name

38 George who 
played Norm on 
“Cheers”

41 Ike’s home state: 
Abbr.

44 ___ Harry, 
vocalist for the 
band Blondie

48 Fool’s gold

50 German 
automaker

51 First lady after 
Eleanor

52 Words before 
double or take

53 Sine’s reciprocal, 
briefly

54 Frida who was 
portrayed in film 
by Salma Hayek

55 Crush, in a way, 
with “on”

59 Some narrative 
writing

61 Org. with the 
Original Six 
teams

63 What 61-Down 
teams play on

64 Amusement

65 Sen. Cruz
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December
21 The Wolverine Bar Associa-
tion and the D. Augustus Straker
Bar Association will host their
Holiday Party on Thursday, Dec.
21, from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the
Atheneum Hotel, Fishbones
French Quarter Room, in Detroit.
Proceeds from the event will ben-
efit Matrix Human Services.  Cost
is $20 for Wolverine and Straker
members, $15 for law students,
and $30 for non-members. Cash
or checks will be accepted at the
door.  To register, email holiday-
party2017@outlook.com.

January
16 The Oakland County Bar
Association will present “Repre-
senting the Immigrant Client in
Criminal Cases” on Tuesday, Jan.
16, from noon to 1 p.m. at the
OCBA off ices in Bloomf ield
Hills.  OCBA members pre-regis-
tration cost is $12; OCBA mem-
bers at the door pay $25.  Non-
members pre-registration cost is
$25 r $40 at the door. To register
or for additional information, visit
www.ocba.org and click on
“events.”

18 The Oakland County Bar
Association will present “Tax
Considerations in Mergers and
Acquisitions” on Thursday, Jan.
18, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the
OCBA offices, 1760 South Tele-
graph Road, Suite 100, in Bloom-

f ield Hills.  This seminar will
cover basic tax considerations for
attorneys and CPAs engaged in
mergers and acquisitions transac-
tions of all types and sizes.   Pre-
registration cost is $40 for OCBA
members; $30 for OCBA new
lawyers (P75866 and above),
paralegals, and students; and $60
for all non-members.  Cost at the
door is $50 for OCBA members;
$40 for OCBA new lawyers
(P75866 and above), paralegals
and students; and $75 for all non-
members.  To register or for addi-
tional information, visit
www.ocba.org and click on
“events.”

19 The Michigan Association
for Justice will present its Work-
ers’ Compensation/Social Secu-
rity Seminar on Friday, Jan. 19,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Four
Points by Sheraton-Novi, 27000
S. Karevich Dr. in Novi. Topics
to be covered include: Workers’
Compensation Residual Wage
Earning Capacity Decisions;
Legislative Update; Workers’
Compensation and Social Securi-
ty Disability State of the Law;
Issues on Pain Management;
How National Issues Impact Your
Practice; Workers’ Compensation
Tips; Federal Social Security
Disability Appeals; and Issues on
Neurosurgery and Orthopedic
Surgery. Registration and exhibit
viewing begins at 8:30 a.m. Sem-
inar costs range from $95 to
$350. Register at www.michigan-
justice.org.

(See BROCK, page 4)
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teachings were those of Jesus.
And though he ultimately decided
to remain a Hindu, it was more
likely for cultural reasons rather
than spiritual. 
Indeed, Gandhi hated many

aspects of Hindu teachings, espe-
cially the caste system; and
though he loved the Bhagavad
Gita, he did not teach war as a
spiritual undertaking—far from it.
He believed that peace was the
spiritual path.  His take away from
the Gita was that when one is cer-
tain of God’s will in a situation,
he needed to follow God’s will
without concern for the outcome.
He was not, however, arrogant

enough to think he had a lock on
the truth, and when he was con-
vinced by Nehru that there would
be a rebellion that no one would
control among Hindus if Gandhi
allowed Jinnah to form the first
government of a free India, he
capitulated.  Ultimately, it was a
Hindu who felt he had given away
too much power to the Muslims
that assassinated him, but not
before he was heartbroken to see
India divided along religious
lines, spawning a conflict that has
continued with varying degrees of
intensity until this day.  That
Gandhi felt access to God was
something that no person had
control over was apparent in his
respect for adherents of all reli-
gions and is well documented in
his book of autobiographical writ-
ings called, “All Men Are Broth-
ers.”
That disputes such as those

noted above could be disruptive to
political harmony was undoubted-
ly more apparent to people of ear-
lier times and other places than it
is to Americans of today, who
have a secular government and
who agree to disagree about reli-
gion.  In most places in the world
and for most of human history,
religion and politics have been
closely linked, and war over reli-
gious issues has been a constant
up until today.  So, when Constan-
tine convened a counsel in 325 to
standardize Christian worship, it
was not entirely for his own per-
sonal religious reasons.  He was
riding the tide, as was Clovis
when he unified France under the
Christian banner around 500 CE.
Both leaders unquestionably

saw one religion as beneficial to
their political purposes.  It seems
not only possible, but extremely
likely that Constantine had some
influence over the bishops in
attendances at the Counsel of
Nicaea regarding which tenants of
the faith became the standard. It is
also worth remembering that
when Romans wanted to shore up
their power, it was not uncommon
to have themselves deified.  Con-
stantine did not attempt to do this,
and it is not clear that he put pres-
sure upon the bishops at Nicaea to
find that Jesus was divine, but it
did meet the needs of the Emperor
that Jesus’ divinity insured his
authority could not therefore be
questioned.
Religion continues to be politi-

cal, both in the ends that it is put
to by political leaders, and within
established religions themselves.
Prior to the separation of church
and state in the west, which was a
long back and forth process over
centuries, religious and political
leaders of empires and states fre-
quently vied for power.  During
the Christian period, challengers
to the Roman church’s authority
were often burned at the stake.
Sometimes it was simple trickery
and malice, as in the case of John
Huss (or Jan Hus) in 1415, who
petitioned the Church of Rome
for many of the same reforms
requested 100 years later by Mar-
tin Luther.  Sometimes, as in the
case of Joan of Arc in 1431, it was
with the consent of political
authorities—in her case the
French Dauphin, to whom she had
become something of an embar-
rassment, after initially being use-
ful.
Martin Luther, who, after fail-

ing to obtain reforms based on his
famous “95 theses” in Rome,
elected to break with the Catholic
Church in 1520-21, and began the
protestant movement.  It is note-
worthy that in his Address to the
Christian Nobility of the German
Nation (1520) he supported the
new nationalism by advocating
German control of German eccle-
siastical matters and appealed to
the German princes to help effect
the reformation in Germany. He
attacked the Pope’s claim of
authority over secular rulers and
denied the Pope was the f inal
interpreter of scripture, enunciat-
ing the doctrine of the “priesthood
of all believers.”
Once Rome’s authority had

been successfully challenged by
Luther, Henry VIII of England
was able to use the precedent in
1534 to successfully (after some
back and forth) establish an inde-
pendent Church of England, that
changed little of Catholic theolo-
gy, but which made the King (and
subsequently the Queen) of Eng-
land also the spiritual head of the
church.  The intent and effect was
clearly to diminish the political
power of Rome.  The Pope fought
back by excommunicating protes-
tant Queen Elizabeth in 1570,
clearly hoping to incite rebellion
among the Catholics in the popu-
lation, but this effort ultimately
failed.17

The notion that religion is an
affair between each human and
his God is gaining increasing
acceptance in the West.  There is
the rise of the New Age move-
ment, and ecumenical movements
that deny the existence of a cen-
tral authority.  Perhaps it is as
George Bernard Shaw states in his
introduction to the play, “St.
Joan,” that a true protestant is one
who invents his or her own reli-
gion.  In his exposition of this
topic, however, what Shaw
defines as “true Protestantism,” is
Joan’s personal relationship and
interaction with God.  She talks to
God, and God talks back; which
might be more accurately defined
as mysticism.
Luther’s statements about the

priesthood of all believers
notwithstanding, Protestants look
as much to their clergy for leader-
ship and interpretation of spiritual
texts as Catholics, and the same
can be accurately said of any
organized religion.  Any theology
is ultimately a political statement
of corporately held beliefs and
agreed upon rules for personal
and social interaction.  However
successful a sect is in separating
itself from its parent religion, it
ultimately winds up establishing
its own rules and ecclesiastical
hierarchy, which like any rules
devoid of spirit tend to stifle more
than inspire, and to leave the indi-
vidual participants to discover on
their own who God is, and what is
their ultimate relationship to the
universe and their place in it.

IV
The Keys to the Kingdom 

Are Power
Every monotheistic religion

begins by telling us that God is
infinite, omniscient, omnipotent,
and eternal.  But each faith then
proceeds to tell us that only their
religious leaders understand who
God is and how He/She/It works,
and that only by following their
instructions can anyone hope to
achieve the glory of the afterlife.
Those who believe otherwise are
thrown into the fiery pit for all
eternity (or doomed to return to
earth as a lower form of life or in
worse circumstances), and in this
way all religious leaders take the
ultimate power out of God’s hands
and place it in their own.  They
are able to define the Undefinable
and to control Its actions at least
in so far as they believe this is
possible to be done by anyone.
And while kings, presidents and
dictators hold the lives of thou-
sands (and today even the total
population of the earth—over
seven billion people) in their
hands, religious leaders purport to
hold eternity in theirs.
Despite the evolution of a sep-

aration of church and state in the
West, there has been a movement
back toward political control by
religious leaders in some areas of
the world.  Examples of this can
be seen in the division of India
into Hindu and Muslim states, a
government controlled by Shia
clerics in Iran, the definition of
Israel as a Jewish State, and the
rise of ISIS (or ISIL) in the Mid-
dle East.  Some of those who
would like to have political activi-
ty dictated by religious leaders
tend to go about it in a humane
way and others less so, but the
goal is ultimately to give ascen-
dency to religious values and to
relegate democratic principles of
freedom and equal treatment
under the law to a subordinate
position.
Inevitably, a government in

which religion has a say, or the
ultimate say, in political matters
imposes its values on a population
which is not all in agreement with
those values.  And it may also be
that the government has a right to
impose certain values on a popu-
lation that are in contradiction
with the teaching of a particular
faith.  Some religions believe in
allowing a man more than one
wife, while others reject modern
medicine.  Even many main-
stream Christian sects teach that
counseling is unnecessary if one

truly has faith in God, and some
more fundamentalist teachers
hold that a spiritually based solu-
tion for addiction treatment that is
not focused on Jesus is ultimately
a cult.  (Paradoxically, one former
Harvard professor of psychology
maintains that AA is a Christian
fundamentalist sect.)
Where the mix between reli-

gion and politics really becomes
dicey is in the decision about what
constitutes a human life and who,
if anyone, has the authority to
take human life.  Humans may
find themselves on one side of the
religion/secular divide on one
issue, but on the other side on
another issue.  Barack Obama, for
example, is a practicing Christian
who believes, “Though Shalt Not
Kill,” but who authorized drone
strikes against America’s enemies,
and has come down on the side of
a woman’s right to terminate a
pregnancy for any reason.  Some-
one may be for abortion, but
against the death penalty, or vice
versa.  Or one may espouse strong
Christian values, but be in favor
of a strong military, and military
intervention in the affairs of other
states when it suits his country’s
purposes.  The Koran clearly
states, “Don’t kill yourselves
(4:29),” but suicide bombing has
become an accepted tool of war-
fare among Muslim extremists.
There is an admonition against

killing those of your own kind in
most religions, but not all hold the
lives of those from other cultures
in as high esteem.  The Jewish
Bible maintains that God told the
Jews to kill all of the Canaanites18,
and even their animals.  As a prac-
tical matter, there are few “consci-
entious objectors” among adher-
ents to any religion, though there
are some who refuse to fight in
wars and have paid a high price.
Gandhi thought that even Hitler
could have been defeated by non-
violent resistance, but there are
not many who agree.  However, it
must be noted that Gandhi him-
self, (and also undoubtedly his
family) suffered greatly because
of his nonviolent resistance of the
British occupation and India’s
involvement in WWII, including
doing significant amounts of time
in prison and under house arrest.
When I was a child I recall that

my mother, who had a lifelong
interest in politics, liked to say
that you can’t legislate morality.
But of course, all law is legislated
morality, and the most fundamen-
tal purpose of government is to
maintain order and relative safety
of its citizens.  I think what she
was trying to say is that you can’t
legislate a moral society. 
That is probably true, and most

people in a free society would
agree that positive incentives to
behave in a legal/moral manner
are better than negative reinforce-
ment, but no matter how well a
socioeconomic system of govern-
ment provides for the needs of its
citizens (or, some would say,
because of it), there are always
going to be some who disregard
the needs of others to the extent
that the government will have to
impose laws and penalties on
those who do so.
The reality is that some situa-

tions are rather murky regarding
what people’s inherent rights are
and what should be done to pro-
tect them.  If it were not so, there
would not be a need for continu-
ing legislation, and a system of
appellate courts to make sure
society got it right.  Even with a
system of appellate courts, soci-
eties don’t always get it right.  It
could be argued that faith holds us
to a higher standard of morality
than law.  Consider the following
from the Tao Te Ching (38):
“…Failing Tao, man resorts to

Virtue. 
“Failing Virtue, man resorts to

humanity. 
“Failing humanity, man resorts

to morality. 
“Failing morality, man resorts

to ceremony. 
“Now, ceremony is the merest

husk of faith and loyalty; 
“It is the beginning of all con-

fusion and disorder…”
But there are certainly cases

where the law offers more protec-
tion than religion.  There is an
inevitable tension between the
two, but there are very few
absolutes in life, and as individu-
als as well as societies, we are
either evolving or devolving.  The
goal of the spiritual person is to
be constantly in the process of
evolving, and, hopefully, to evolve
to the point where our desire and
our goal is to have a close enough
relationship with God that we
would not be brought into conflict
with either law or religion.  If we
are evolving and growing, howev-

er, we will inevitably reach a point
where we see that some of the
tenants of a particular faith serve
more political than spiritual
needs.  The failure to see that the
political or economic interests, of
a particular faith may actually put
us in conflict with God, suggests
that we are not really growing in
our own relationship with the
Absolute.
An example of this are the

recent scandals regarding sexual
abuse of children by Catholic
priests.  Surely they are not the
only ones to ever abuse the high
level of trust they enjoy from their
followers, but their situation is
unique in two ways: first, they are
one of the few major denomina-
tions in world, and the only Chris-
tian clergy, who are forbidden to
marry.  The origins of this
requirement were several, none of
which were dictated by scripture,
but from the beginning, Christians
took a dim view of sex: 
1. Jesus remarked that it was

anyone who lusted after a woman
had already committed adultery
with her in his heart.19

2. St. Paul declare that it is bet-
ter to remain celibate, but if one
can’t remain celibate, it is better
to remain celibate than to burn in
Hell.20

3. The concern of the Catholic
hierarchy that if priests married,
they would bequeath their land
and possessions to their offspring
and not the church.  This concern
was one of material gain that did
not take into account either the
normal sexual needs of the clergy
or the potential impact of priests’
repressed sexual needs on their
congregations.21

Though quite inconsistent
throughout its history, the
Catholic Church did not consider
it unreasonable to require most
men and women (nuns) to commit
to a life of celibacy, or worry
about in what ways these people
may have chosen to express their
repressed sexual needs, though
the seriousness of this problem
was discussed.22 Nor did the
church seem to take into consider-
ation that it might draw persons
into a religious life because they
were having difficulty with sexual
adjustment; and that their church
members with less serious prob-
lems would seek and follow
advice and counsel from priests
who had neither the experience
nor the stability sufficient to justi-
fy such trust.
Undoubtedly, some persons

with a religious calling were and
are able to remain celibate, and
some may even feel that it is
preferable to the concerns sexual
involvement brings with it, as the
apostle Paul suggested was the
case for him.  However, he was
also expecting Jesus to return in
the near future, so the need to pro-
create—or indeed, any of the
needs that one would have about
providing for his own future, or
for future generations—was not a
serious concern for him.
Over time the established

Church acquired enormous wealth
and power, and the notion that sex
was inherently sinful23 and the
economic and political interests of
the church served to reinforce
each other.  The motive of pre-
serving these economic and politi-
cal interests conflicted sharply
with Jesus teaching that, “For this
reason I say to you, do not be
worried about your life, as to what
you will eat or what you will
drink; nor for your body, as to
what you will put on. Is not life
more than food, and the body
more than clothing?  Look at the
birds of the air, that they do not
sow, nor reap nor gather into
barns, and yet your heavenly
Father feeds them. Are you not
worth much more than they?”24

V
God Working or Placebo?
If it is the case that all the sto-

ries of miracles and God’s prefer-
ence for one person, people, or
form of worship are fictions made
up to inspire the adherents of
those particular religions, then is
there any specific way that God
can be said to work?  There is
some research that refutes the
effectiveness of intercessory
prayer; that is to say, that one per-
son’s prayer has the capacity to
heal someone else, for example.
As for the broader philosophi-

cal question of whether God will
intervene on the part of those who
are more righteous than their ene-
mies, Spinoza and Einstein said
no, that as the designer and law-
maker of the universe, God is sub-
ject to the laws this Intelligence
creates.  And as to the question of
whether God is loving, Spinoza
said that God could inspire love,
but could not love back,25 and Ein-

stein said that the idea of a per-
sonal God was naïve and child-
like.26

If they mean by a personal
God, one who listens to the pleas
of men and interacts with them,
altering the course of history
according to His whims, then I
would agree.  Such a God would
indeed be inconsistent with the
laws of science.  Spinoza must be
right about this: if God is the
designer of the universe and the
maker of scientific law, It cannot
violate those laws without inher-
ently contradicting Itself, and sci-
entific research does not support
the belief that God does so.
Moreover, belief in such a Deity
is not only naïve, but dangerous in
that it gives those who believe
license to do whatever they want
and say they are doing the will of
God, who sanctions their behav-
ior.  Give a sociopath religious
justification and they are immedi-
ately capable of not only criminal,
but atrocious behavior.
But the idea of a God who

“answers prayer” is dangerous not
only for those who would use
divine intervention as a justifica-
tion to mistreat others, but also
for those who would seek a gen-
uine connection with a Supreme
Being.  If God must prove himself
to mortals by doing their bidding,
then the time must inevitably
come when His choice will be
other than what humans request,
no matter how reasonable or just
that request might seem to be.
Inevitably, some human wishes
requests must conflict with others.
Upon being denied a reason-

able request, a human may, and
often does, decide that they have
been abandoned by God because
his request has not been granted.
The most common reason I hear
for people not believing in God is
that God didn’t behave in the way
the person thought a Supreme
Being should.  God was unjust,
either to them personally, or to
those they thought deserving of
better treatment.  Such a faith is
truly naïve and childish.
But is it possible that God

could be both infinitely personal
and infinitely impersonal without
violating his own principles?
Said another way, is it possible
that the same mechanism that
makes God infinitely impersonal
also makes Him/Her/It infinitely
personal?  In science there is
something called the uncertainty
principle which says in effect that
a thing is changed by the very fact
that it is being observed (or, more
precisely, but the way in which it
is being observed).  Isn’t it also
true that the observer is changed
by the simple fact that they are
observing?
It is undoubtedly the case that

mature persons of all faiths who
do believe in a personal God have
always believed that it is more
important to find out what God
wants than to tell God what they
want.  The point of the Old Testa-
ment story of Abraham being told
to sacrifice his son is not whether
the request was absurd (as Bob
Dylan suggests in Highway 61
Revisited27), or whether Abraham
was deluded and deranged, it was
that Abraham was willing to go to
any length to obey God’s will.
Likewise, the completely unrea-
sonable suffering visited on Job
so God could win a bet with the
Devil.  The point of the story is
Job’s response, “Naked came I out
of my mother’s womb, and naked
shall I return thither: the Lord
gave, and the Lord hath taken
away; blessed be the name of the
Lord.”28

Sufi Poet Farid Ud-Din Attar
put it this way: “The way grows
longer every hour, and we / Each
hour sink deeper in perplexity; /
Do you know what travelers see?
They see that they / Must go ever
further on the way—”29 And
Christian writer C.S. Lewis said,
“I pray because I can’t help
myself. I pray because I’m help-
less. I pray because the need flows
out of me all the time—waking
and sleeping. It doesn’t change
God—it changes me.”
Jesus said to pray that God’s

will be done.  But if God’s will is
going to be done anyway, is there
any reason to pray for the
inevitable?  And are any changes
to the person praying merely
placebo effect; that is, because the
prayer believes it will have the
desired effect, it does?  Perception
alters reality, but is that the same
as prayer and meditation?
As a mental health profession-

al, it is my belief, probably shared
by most is my line of work, that
perception on the level of psycho-
logical insights has more power to
impact behavior than a placebo
because it changes our cognitive

reality.  Said another way, to
believe that man can fly does not
make flying a reality, but to
understand that a bird’s wing is
curved in a manner as to provide
lift may ultimately result in heav-
ier than air flight by man, as
indeed it has.  Insight has a pro-
found effect on both mental health
and effective human interaction,
but insights can only come when
the mind is open to them.
Psychiatrist Abraham Low

once observed that “Temper
blocks insight,” and also that
“Temper produces tenseness and
tenseness produces [neurotic]
symptoms.”  In those two state-
ments he is saying that our ability
to perceive an appropriate
response to a situation, as well as
our sense of well-being and men-
tal health are tied to the ability to
attain a state of calm.  Though not
a religious man, he shared with
religion the belief that our inner
environment could be manipulat-
ed to enable a healthier and more
effective response to external
environment, hence resulting in a
better quality of life.
Today, most mental health

patients expect this to all be done
by medication prescribed by their
physician and dispensed by a
pharmacy, but though medicine
may tend toward the reductionist,
the field of mental health requires
more effort on the patient’s part to
achieve any true measure of suc-
cess.  This may be true of medi-
cine also to some degree, but it
seems to me truer of mental
health/behavioral issues than say,
a bacterial infection.  For the most
part, pneumonia can be cleared up
without a lot of effort from the
patient, except perhaps the neces-
sity that they not walk around
naked in the snow.  All they really
have to do is stay out of their own
way if they expect to achieve
recovery.
Mental health requires a great

deal more effort on the part of the
client, according to available
research and in my experience.
Medications can be helpful, but
they are generally not sufficient,
and if they are used as the sole
treatment of a serious emotional
disturbance, the patient is not
likely to ever heal sufficiently to
regain his former activities and
effectiveness.
So, while there is no evidence

that prayer changes external reali-
ty, if it produces a substantial
change in the psyche of person
doing the praying, it is likely to
have a much greater impact that
the mere feeling of security that
one gains from taking a sugar pill,
because it also changes the behav-
ior of the one praying; and by
reducing temper (which Low
defines as both fear and anger) it
is also likely to improve insight,
and therefore the effectiveness of
any subsequent actions taken by
the person.  In the best case sce-
nario prayer may provide a realis-
tic optimism of the sort described
by the proponents of “positive
thinking” or “possibility think-
ing,” and leading one to take
meaningful action they would
have dismissed as not worth their
time or trouble in their former
negative state.
When people make what

appear to be a dramatic turn-
around in their life, it is often
based on their seeing a possibility
of victory where they previously
saw certain defeat.  I am not a
huge sports fan, but I recall seeing
this phenomenon a couple of
times in the sports arena, once
when Dwayne Wade lifted the
Miami Heat on his shoulders to
come back from a 2-0 deficit and
win the 2006 NBA Championship
against Dallas Mavericks; and
another time when the Pittsburgh
Penguins turned the 2009 Stanley
Cup Finals around beginning with
a goal they scored shorthanded in
game four, with Detroit on the
power play (playing with a man
advantage because of a penalty).
They also came back from a 2-0
def icit to win a championship.
And what about the 2004 Boston
Red Sox coming back from an
unprecedented 3-0 deficit to win
the American League Champi-
onship, and subsequently base-
ball’s “World Series”?  This hap-
pens frequently enough in sports
to cause Yogi Berra to have
famously quipped, “It ain’t over
‘til it’s over.”
In the novel, “The Life of Pi,”

by Yan Martel, the author spins a
tall tale that is very entertaining,
but also makes some serious
points.  At the beginning of the
book the protagonist finds himself
alone on a life raft with a Bengal
Tiger after the ship he was sailing
in sinks in the Pacific.  The main
character makes the observation

that when faced with an impossi-
ble task, most people will imme-
diately throw in the towel.  A
somewhat smaller group will
make a half-hearted effort before
throwing in the towel.  But there
is very small third group who will
do whatever it takes to survive.
He states that he realized right
away he was in the last group, and
the rest of the story is one of sur-
vival against the odds.  The author
begins the book by saying he will
tell a story to make the reader
believe in God.  Perhaps it would
have been more accurate to say
that he was going to tell a story of
the kind of mental/psychic power
and resilience one may gain
through a deep faith in God.
What does it mean ultimately

to have faith in God?  It means to
be convinced of the innate mean-
ing and purpose of the universe.
If everything has innate meaning
and purpose, then so do I, as an
extension of the universe, have
inherent meaning and a reason for
existence.  Even if I am never able
to fully define or completely fulfil
my life’s purpose it is worth the
search to get as close as I can to
that meaning. If I believe in an
essentially nihilistic universe I
may still strive to imbue my life
with meaning, but this effort pre-
sumes that if meaning is not
inherent, it can be created.
What is truly unlikely is that I

could believe there is no meaning,
either inherent or of my own cre-
ation, but that I would still strive
to live morally, to achieve some-
thing, to want to make a better life
for myself, my children, or for
future generations.  The true
nihilist is likely to be destructive
to himself and others because it is
the easiest way to go, and because
there is no reason to want or seek
to achieve anything more.
The seeming paradox is that

one may be quite religious and
nihilistic at the same time, but this
points out a fundamental differ-
ence between religion as a set of
beliefs about one’s superiority and
a relationship with the inf inite
that seeks to understand how one
can work effectively within the
system of universal moral laws
rather than needing to be domi-
nant at all costs.  Einstein said
that, “My religion consists of a
humble admiration of the illim-
itable superior spirit who reveals
himself in the slight details we are
able to perceive with our frail and
feeble minds. That deeply emo-
tional conviction of the presence
of a superior reasoning power,
which is revealed in the incompre-
hensible universe, forms my idea
of God.”30 The need to dominate
is born of fear and is essentially
antithetical to a faith that seeks
understanding of or direction
from a Higher Being.
We live in a time when the

mass killing of strangers has
become quite common in our
country.  These killings seem be
driven by three major factors, the
media attention they garner, the
availability of guns to unstable
people, and the lack of any real
anchor or guiding principle that
so many people suffer from.  It is
probably also an indication of
how difficult it is to conceive of
an external meaning in this time
and place in history.  For all the
flag waving Americans do, there
is no real evidence that we have a
sense of community, or that peo-
ple are motivated to live for any-
thing besides themselves and
whatever seems to make their
lives tolerable at this point.  For
some, this is professional sports
teams, their friends at the local
tavern, the challenge of running
marathons, or working their way
up the corporate ladder.  Most can
find or create meaning for them-
selves, but those who cannot seem
intent on having others notice
them for any reason at all.
When John Lennon was mur-

dered in 1980, the prosecutor said
in his opening remarks that Mark
David Chapman had killed
Lennon to steal his fame.  In arti-
cles covering the trial, Chapman
posed for pictures reading a copy
of “The Catcher in the Rye,”
which he cited as the inspiration
for the killing.  Chapman seemed
to be basking in his ill-gotten
fame, and the prosecutor’s words
appeared to be at least in part
true.  It often seems as if the only
people valued in our society any-
more are celebrities, and that
those who are not celebrated for
doing good feel compelled to turn
their energy to destruction.  Per-
haps it has always been that way.
If Hitler had been a successful
painter, would he have reeked
such destruction on the world?
In his very popular self-help
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Blvd Milford 48380-2200 MId AMerI-
CA MTG InC $137,000

Christine C Francis 37154
Berkleigh Ct Farmington Hills 48331-
3787 MMs MorTGAGe serV
$276,000

Vanita L davis 305 Payne Ave Pon-
tiac 48341-1049 MMs MorTGAGe
serV $142,000

Mihaela niculescu 3454 Witherbee
dr Troy 48084-2714 MMs MorT-
GAGe serV $356,000

Todd Glance 3515 ridgeview Ct
Bloomfield Hills 48302-1252 MorGAn
sTAnLeY BAnK $766,000

david W Leeper 2600 elizabeth Ln
West Bloomfield 48324-2182 MorT-
GAGe 1 InC $361,000

Laura A Turner 3192 donley Ave
rochester Hills 48309-4125 MorT-
GAGe 1 InC $140,000

Michael narducci 4143 eagles
nest dr Waterford 48329-1625 MorT-
GAGe 1 InC $242,000

Hayley M Ludwiczak 605 Hecht dr
Madison Heights 48071-5301 MorT-
GAGe 1 InC $146,000

Katie Wolf 150 Charlevoix st Claw-
son 48017-2084 MorTGAGe 1 InC
$165,000

eddy daniels 1409 W oakley Park
rd Commerce Township 48390-1142
MorTGAGe 1 InC $90,000

ryan Bierl 5536 saint elizabeth Ct
Clarkston 48348-4835 MorTGAGe 1
InC $500,000

rene Marie schenk 4810 ormond
rd davisburg 48350-3317 MorT-
GAGe 1 InC $153,000

Jodi A Huber 848 Aspen Ct
rochester 48307-1000 MorTGAGe 1
InC $295,000

Laura A Turner 3192 donley Ave
rochester Hills 48309-4125 MorT-
GAGe 1 InC $140,000

Melanie J sausser-Burke 4750
sunrise Ln White Lake 48383-1042
MorTGAGe CenTer $164,000

stephanie M Heidt 6644 Montclair
dr Troy 48085-1626 MorTGAGe
CenTer $118,000

steven W Lucev 2207 Huff Pl High-
land 48356-2146 MorTGAGe Cen-
Ter $117,000

Jerome Hayes 7520 red oak dr
West Bloomfield 48324-2439 MorT-
GAGe CenTer $237,000

steven spinell 1035 Cosgrove
Waterford 48328-1511 MorTGAGe
reseArCH CenTer $152,000

Tawana Maria Langford 29095
Wellington rd e southfield 48034-
4522 MoVeMenT MorTGAGe
$92,000

Joel diffenderfer 9915 Crayview dr
White Lake 48386-2710 MoVeMenT
MorTGAGe $130,000

Peter F Arbour 2269 Flanders dr
rochester Hills 48307-3713 nATIon-
AL BAnKInG Asn $55,000

Kevin A Hayes 1716 Paramount st
novi 48377-2087 nATIons dIreCT
MorTGAGe $241,000

Lou Kalaj 3587 Minton rd Lake
orion 48359-1550 nATIons dIreCT
MorTGAGe $132,000

randall Joseph Miller 5001 sher-
well dr Waterford 48327-3270
nATIonsTAr MorTGAGe $110,000

Timothy L negrilla 6226 Parkridge
Ct Clarkston 48348-4844 nATIon-
sTAr MorTGAGe $169,000

John C Mentzer 4772 sherwell dr
Waterford 48327-3262 nATIonsTAr
MorTGAGe $334,000

Todd P Groghan 8942 Wild Iris Ct
davisburg 48350-1527 nAVY Feder-
AL CredIT UnIon $352,000

david r Gustin 3301 Morrow Ln
Milford 48381-3358 nAVY FederAL
CredIT UnIon $25,000

Michael diedrich 4185 orchard
Way Bloomfield Hil ls 48301-1634
neMo MULTIFAMILY CA $236,000

david G Popa 244 Cove View dr
Waterford 48327-3783 neW dAY
FInAnCIAL $217,000

Joseph donald Kluck I i  6828
strawberry Ln Clarkston 48348-2884
norTH AMerICAn sAVInGs BAnK
$438,000

Kenneth Jackson 35844 smithfield
Ct Farmington 48335-3140 norTH
AMerICAn sAVInGs BAnK
$167,000

sharon schlitt 3787 Locust dr oak-
land 48363-2841 norTHPoInTe
BAnK $618,000

Valerie Harrison 52565 Horseshoe
Ln south Lyon 48178-8997 norTH-
PoInTe BAnK $104,000

Charles stickney 6214 Grace K dr
Waterford 48329-1324 oAKLAnd
CoUnTY CredIT UnIon $15,000

William M Crantas 4025 Taggett
Lake dr Highland 48357-2239 oAK-
LAnd CoUnTY CredIT UnIon
$195,000

Catherine Bemman 825 Litt le
school Lot Lake r Holly 48442-8523
oAKLAnd CoUnTY CredIT UnIon
$59,000

scott  Mason 424 e Columbia
Ave  Pon t iac  48340-2860  oAK-
LAnd CoUnTY CredIT UnIon
$31,000

steven Percival 187 Glenburnie dr

Clarkston 48346-1422 oAKLAnd
CoUnTY CredIT UnIon $70,000

Joyce Mcmurrian-Graham 23978
scott dr Farmington Hills 48336-3072
oCeAnsIde MorTGAGe Co
$214,000

dennis Bostick 5408 Barrington dr
oakland 48306-4901 oLd nATIonAL
BAnK $1,600,000

evelyn C Clendennin 30611 Whitti-
er Ave Madison Heights 48071-2079
one reVerse MTG $230,000

evelyn C Clendennin 30611 Whitti-
er Ave Madison Heights 48071-2079
one reVerse MTG $230,000

Joe rogers 2295 richwood rd
Auburn Hills 48326-2529 oXFord
BAnK $115,000

Charles C Adams 2750 Alorington
Ct Commerce Township 48382-5209
PACIFIC UnIon FInAnCIAL
$244,000

Cody Liles 21 Lincoln st oxford
48371-3623 PACIFIC UnIon FInAn-
CIAL $201,000

John C Jensen 22001 Abington dr
Farmington Hills 48335-4304 PArK-
sIde CredIT UnIon $64,000

Christopher s Baker 12425 rat-
talee Lake rd davisburg 48350-1225
PennYMAC LoAn serVICes
$207,000

octaveious Miles 5143 Watergate
rd West Bloomfield 48323-2464 Pen-
nYMAC LoAn serVICes $277,000

Bryan B Bolling 8650 Buffalo dr
Commerce Twp 48382-3408 PennY-
MAC LoAn serVICes $200,000

Thomas W Keyser 3686 Hide Away
Ln Highland 48357-3581 PennYMAC
LoAn serVICes $203,000

Michael d stephens 1348 Jeffwood
dr Waterford 48327-2029 PennYMAC
LoAn serVICes $95,000

James Weaver 591 seabrook dr
rochester Hills 48307-2881 Peo-
PLes BAnK $356,000

Mark B Conley 2007 e Lincoln Ave
royal oak 48067-4025 PLAneT
HoMe LendInG $189,000

Catherine J Goodell 3536 Gregory
rd orion 48359-2013 PnC BAnK
$79,000

Fadi eliya 48795 Veneto dr
northville 48167-9385 PnC BAnK
$150,000

Jacolyn M Land 3570 John r rd
rochester Hil ls 48307-5440 PnC
BAnK $80,000

Jay F simancek 24851 Apple Crest
dr novi 48375-2605 PnC BAnK
$50,000

Kim Pianko Tr 1811 Willowicke dr
Wixom 48393-1184 PnC BAnK
$30,000

Kristen rowell 4629 s Quarry Crk
White Lake 48383-1872 PnC BAnK
$70,000

Lisa Hawkins 3004 Pheasant run
east dr Wixom 48393-4548 PnC
BAnK $30,000

Lisa Butts 4770 Melanie Ln oxford
48371-5640 PnC BAnK $25,000

Michael J sova 696 Kingsley dr
Wixom 48393-4514 PnC BAnK
$50,000

Morris G shapiro 6488 Crabapple
Troy 48098-1936 PnC BAnK $50,000

steven rousseau 2611 Hunters Blf
Bloomfield Hills 48304-1824 PnC
BAnK $75,000

Young Baik Kim 5569 Whitfield dr
Troy 48098-5105 PnC BAnK
$100,000

elizabeth A Beattie 3874 W Com-
merce rd Milford 48380-3110 PnC
BAnK $160,000

Michael Hernandez 1560 Columbia
rd Berkley 48072-1914 PnC BAnK
$33,000

richard s rubin 31251 Applewood
Ln Farmington Hills 48331-1217 PnC
BAnK $100,000

Bennet J Bracey 336 Glendale Ct
rochester 48307-1106 PnC MorT-
GAGe $162,000

Christopher J Hadding 4584 Lan-
caster dr Clarkston 48348-3656 PnC
MorTGAGe $287,000

david Copenhaver 185 W Hopkins
Ave Pontiac 48340-1823 PnC MorT-
GAGe $69,000

donna Pierce 64 s Washington st
Lake orion 48362-3357 PnC MorT-
GAGe $166,000

Tajudeen Usmam Mustapha 27100
Harvard rd southfield 48076-5654
PnC MorTGAGe $145,000

Thorsten ritter Tr 5179 Low Mead-
ow rd Clarkston 48348-3841 PnC
MorTGAGe $1,000,000

Keefe M Gardner 28802 Herndon-
wood dr Farmington Hills 48334-5237
PnC MorTGAGe $356,000

Michael A rinkus 2560 Homewood
dr Troy 48098-2302 PnC MorT-
GAGe $335,000

Mark r Fralick 563 Cranbourne st
Commerce Twp 48382-3021 PnC
MorTGAGe $256,000

rebecca r emerson 24101
seneca st oak Park 48237-3728 PnC
MorTGAGe $128,000

Ashley d reygaert 2337 Malena
Ln oxford 48371-4357 PnC MorT-
GAGe $185,000

Mitesh natvarla Patel 19 sugar
Pine rd rochester Hills 48309-2231
PnC MorTGAGe $268,000
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book, “The Road Less Traveled,”
Scott Peck begins by telling us
that, “Life is difficult.”  And so it
is.  Not the least of that difficulty
is the realization that we can
never have total certainty about
anything; about why we’re here,
where we’re going, how our lives
will end or what comes after.  We
are a long time coming into this
world and we’ll be gone a long
time, and, as Job observed, “Man
that is born of a woman is of few
days and full of trouble.  He
cometh forth like a flower, and is
cut down: he fleeth also as a shad-
ow, and continueth not.”31

Henry David Thoreau said,
“Most men lead lives of quiet des-
peration and go to the grave with
the song still in them.”32 Perhaps
it has always been thus, but some
are able to quiet that desperation
and turn their time to good use.
How do we find the strength to
discover or create meaning and
not succumb to despair?  How do
we learn to live rather than just
exist?  To find joy amidst all the
uncertainty and disappointment?
Faith is one way of doing that,

but to be workable faith cannot be
built upon illusion; it must square
with reality or we are simply turn-
ing our back on the real world,
and most of us are unwilling and
unable to do that.  So, we must
ultimately work out our own rela-
tionship with the forces beyond
our control and understanding,
seek to find the flow and the fre-
quency that plays our music, and
learn the dance that expresses our
unique place and time in the end-
less universe.  How well we do
that will ultimately be determined
by the love we create and the cre-
ative energy it releases.

————————
1 Gospel of Matthew 6:24, NIV
2 Gospel of Matthew 5:44, NIV
3 Gospel of Luke 6:31, NIV
4 The internal strife that would

ultimately split India into three
separate countries was, of course,
another matter, and one that
would cause the Mahatma a great
deal of suffering.  But the English
ultimately left as a result of Gand-

hi’s successful policy of non-vio-
lent resistance.

5 Becoming Human, in The Gift,
translation by Daniel Ladinsky

6 Tao Te Ching, Lao Tzu, I
7 Einstein…used variants of

this quote…For example, in a
1943 conversation with William
Hermanns recorded in Hermanns’
book Einstein and the Poet, Ein-
stein said: “As I have said so
many times, God doesn’t play dice
with the world.” (p. 58)

8 Ecclesiastes 1:9, KJV, “The
thing that hath been, it is
that which shall be; and that
which is done is that which shall
be done: and there is no
new thing under the sun.”

9 The Emperor’s Handbook,
Marcus Aurelius (AKA, Medita-
tions of the Emperor) “…accord-
ingly to have contemplated human
life for forty years is the same as
to have contemplated it for ten
thousand years.”

10 You Can’t Go Home Again,
Thomas Wolfe (P. 371), Google
Books

11 Man’s Search for Meaning,
Frankl, Viktor E.  (p. 37),  “A
thought transfixed me: for the first
time in my life I saw the truth as it
is set into song by so many poets,
proclaimed as the final wisdom by
so many thinkers. The truth—that
love is the ultimate and the high-
est goal to which man can aspire.
Then I grasped the meaning of the
greatest secret that human poetry
and human thought and belief
have to impart: The salvation of
man is through love and in love.”

12 The Merchant of Venice,
William Shakespeare; Act 5,
Scene 1

13 Gospel of John, 14:10 KJV,
“Believest thou not that I am in
the Father, and the Father in me?
The words that I speak unto you I
speak not of myself: but the
Father that dwelleth in me, he
doeth the works.

14 Gospel of John 14:28, “You
heard me say, ‘I am going away
and I am coming back to you.’ If
you loved me, you would be glad
that I am going to the Father, for
the Father is greater than I.”

15 Gospel of Matthew 6:9-13

16 Depending on which transla-
tion you read, Romans 9:5 is the
first instance of anyone referring
to Jesus as “God,” as in,
“…Christ, who is God over all.”
NIV

17 McGrath, Patrick (1967).
Papists and Puritans under Eliza-
beth I. Poole, England: Blandford
Press (P. 69),”Regnans in Excelsis
(‘reigning on high’) was a papal
bull issued on 25 February 1570
by Pope Pius V declaring ‘Eliza-
beth, the pretended Queen of Eng-
land and the servant of crime’, to
be a heretic and releasing all her
subjects from any allegiance to
her, even when they had ‘sworn
oaths to her’, and excommunicat-
ing any that obeyed her orders.”

18 1 Samuel ESV 15:2–3, “Thus
says the Lord of hosts, ‘I have
noted what Amalek did to Israel
din opposing them on the way
when they came up out of Egypt.
Now go and strike Amalek and
devote to destruction all that they
have. Do not spare them, but kill
both man and woman, child and
infant, ox and sheep, camel and
donkey.’”

19 Gospel of Matthew 5:28
20 I Corinthians 7:8-9, “I say

therefore to the unmarried and
widows, It is good for them if they
abide even as I. But if they cannot
contain, let them marry: for it is
better to marry than to burn.”

21 A Brief History of Celibacy in
the Catholic Church, “580 AD-
Pope Pelagius II: his policy was
not to bother married priests as
long as they did not hand over
church property to wives or chil-
dren.”

22 A Brief History of Celibacy in
the Catholic Church, 836 A.D. The
Council of Aix-la-Chapelle openly
admitted that abortions and infan-
ticide took place in convents and
monasteries to cover up activities
of uncelibate clerics.  St. Ulrich, a
holy bishop, argued from scrip-
ture and common sense that the
only way to purify the church from
the worst excesses of celibacy was
to permit priests to marry.”

23 A Brief History of Celibacy in
the Catholic Church, “590-604
A.D. Pope Gregory the Great said

that all sexual desire is sinful in
itself.”

24 Gospel of Matthew 6:25-26,
NIV

25 Ethics (Part 5), Baruch Spin-
oza, “Prop. XIX. He, who loves
God, cannot endeavor that God
should love him in return.”

26 “It seems to me that the idea
of a personal God is an [anthro-
pomorphic] concept which I can-
not take seriously. I also cannot
imagine some will or goal [i.e.,
intervention] outside the human
sphere”…a 1947 letter Einstein
wrote to Murray W. Gross, includ-
ed in Einstein and Religion
(1999).

27 “God said to Abraham, kill
me a son / Abe said man you must
be puttin’ me on / God said no /
Abe said what? / God said, you
can do what you want Abe but—
the next time you see me comin’
you’d better run…”

28 Job 1:21, KJV
29 The Conference of the Birds,

P. 12, translation by Afkham Dar-
bandi and Dick Davis

30 Albert Einstein, The Quotable
Einstein, Princeton University
Press 

31 Job 14, 1-2 KJV
32 Henry David Thoreau, Civil

Disobedience and Other Essays
————————

Michael G. Brock, MA, LMSW,
is a forensic mental health profes-
sional in private practice at
Counseling and Evaluation Ser-
vices in Wyandotte, Michigan. He
has worked in the mental health
field since 1974, and has been in
full-time private practice since
1985. Much of his practice in
recent years relates to driver
license restoration and substance
abuse evaluation, but he also con-
sults and serves as an expert wit-
ness regarding forensic interview-
ing and the use of forensic inter-
viewing protocols in cases of child
sexual abuse allegations. He may
be contacted at Michael G. Brock,
Counseling and Evaluation Ser-
vices, 2514 Biddle, Wyandotte,
48192; 313-802-0863, fax/phone
734-692-1082; e-mail: michael-
gbrock@comcast.net, website,
michaelgbrock.com.

(Continued from page 4)

BROCK: In search of a humane God
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*Cases tried together

DETROIT (AP) — Michigan education officials
are looking for ways to address an increase in chron-
ic absenteeism among students.
The number of students chronically absent rose to

15.6 percent in the 2016-2017 school year, up from
14.7 percent the year before, the Detroit News
reported .
That means more than 233,500 students were

absent for 10 percent of the academic year. Students
can be absent for a number of reasons including lack
of transportation, illness, anxiety, suspension from
school and mental health issues, experts say.
The highest rates of chronic absenteeism last

school year were among kindergarteners and high
school seniors, with rates of about 20 percent,
according to state data.
“We have a lot of kids missing a lot of school,”

said Carolyn Claerhout, a truancy expert at Oakland
Schools, which serves local districts in Oakland
County. “We get it — that this is what we need to
have districts focus on.”
Michigan’s Every Student Succeeds Act was

approved last month and requires chronic absen-
teeism rates to be a factor in measuring school quali-
ty.
Absenteeism increases the chances that children

will have reading issues in elementary school, fail
classes in middle school and drop out of high school,
according to education experts.
“The data is clear on the negative outcomes. If

you aren’t there, you aren’t being successful,” said
Kyle Guerrant, deputy superintendent of finance and
operations with the Michigan Department of Educa-
tion.
Detroit Public Schools Community District

Superintendent Nikolai Vitti has moved attendance
agents into schools to help locate absent students.
Vitti’s staff will meet with principals to see how
they’re improving attendance and share best prac-
tices.
The district will also launch a formal plan next

school year to address chronic absenteeism by using
more in-school suspensions in place of out-of-school
suspensions, Vitti said.

Michigan schools deal with
more students skipping classes
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